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Training Course : Genocide-Torture and Liberation War 1971
The primary task of a
Museum is to situate the
past in the present. That is,
preservation of history and
historical events as well as
exhibiting the latter. But the
Genocide Museum has not
limited itself to the task of
preservation only. It has also,
with the help of field survey
and methodological research
excavated the past or history
and is dedicated to the
construction of new history
and presenting it at the
national level. The primary
aim and aspiration of ‘Genocide–
Torture and Research Centre
of the Liberation War’ is
precisely this presentation and
dissemination. Among the
multifarious efforts that have
been taken by the Research
Centre to publicize history
and to make the latter a part
of people’s consciousness, the
post graduate training course
titled ‘Genocide Torture and
Liberation War 1971”
deserves a special mention.
The students who
enroll themselves in this
course are conferred a degree
once they have fulfilled all
the preconditions. The aim of
this curriculum is to build up
a solid group of researchers
whose object of study is
genocide, mass graves, mass
killing sites, torture and
liberation war and who will,
on the basis of field survey,
bring new information
related to liberation war and
genocide to the common
people.
As a part and parcel
of this three-month course, the
students are directed to submit
a research paper, based on
field survey, which they have
undertaken. Along with this,
important research findings
are published as books by
the ‘Research Centre’. Those
who are drawn by the war of
liberation and are associated
with research in this area or
have completed their research
can enroll themselves

The former Cultural Minister Mr. Asaduzzam Noor, MP was present as the chief guest at the
Certificate Distribution Ceremony of the 1st batch of trainees held at Khulna. (from the right)
Dr. Sheikh Baharul Alam, Dr. Muntassir Mamoon, Dr. Md. Mahabubar Rahman and Shankar Kumar
Mallik were also present on the stage. 13 August 2017.
in this course. Not only
that, those who have earned
graduate degrees from state or
state-approved
institutions can also
participate in this course.
The teachers and trainers
engaged in this course are
recognized academics,
journalists and researchers
of the country. In fact, those
who teach and train have
been and are associated with
liberation war and genocide for
a long spell of time. Shahriar
Kabir, Dr. Haroon-ar-Rashid,
artist Hashem Khan, Colonel
Sajjad Zahir Bir Protik, Dr.
Muntassir Mamoon, Professor
Shamsijamman Khan,
Professor Mo. Mahbubur
Rahman and many others are
engaged with this training
programme as teachers and
instructors. Till now these
training courses have been
completed in six districts – in
Barisal, Dinajpur, Comilla,
Khulna, Rajshahi and Dhaka.
Around 400 students took part
in this curriculum. The latter
are teachers of college
s-universities, students and
journalists. We have already
mentioned that the variety of
the participants is, actually,

a special characteristic of
the local or regional study of
history.
The course or curriculum
concentrates on the history
of liberation war, genocide
perpetrated in 1971 and
genocides committed in other
countries as well. Moreover,
at the same time, the method
adopted to interview personal
and party-based individuals
is taught. How to use the
received information and
how to write essays based on
the material collected is also
brought home. The ways and
means adopted to conduct
case studies are taught at the
practical level. After these
engagements, students are
requested to prepare and write
reports on the basis of their
field surveys.
When one
considers the titles of the
research papers prepared in
the six teaching centres of six
districts, one finds that 82% of
the researchers have
concentrated on genocide,
mass graves, mass killing
sites. In addition to these,
research has been conducted
in two more areas, namely,

refugee crisis and recollection
of the liberation war. Out of
all the theses that had been
submitted by participants and
students, 31 have been published as books. Many others
are in the pipeline, waiting to
be published.
We were not aware
of all the research findings
that emerged from the researches on genocide. In fact,

most of these findings were
unknown to us. Let us take a
concrete example. The
researcher Abdur Razzak
was a student at Rajshahi.
As a part of the training he
received, he conducted a
field survey which brought to
light the history of ‘Takipur
Genocide’. He informed us
that ‘Muktijudho Kosh’ edited
by Muntassir Mamoon;
‘Muktijudha Rajshahi :
description given by
participants and witnesses’
edited by Sukumar Biswas;
‘Muktijudha Rajshahi’ edited
by Mansur Ahmed Khan;
Rajshahi 1971 : narrative of
participants and eye-witnesses’
edited by Muhammed Lutful
Haq and Rashidur Rahman –
all these publications did not
mention Takipur’s genocide.
Again, all these
genocides which were
mentioned in the general
literature available were not
appropriate for in the
academic sphere because
these did not follow the prescribed methodology. Indeed,
despite presentation, they
were not above doubts and
queries.
At present, because

of the field surveys conducted
by trained researchers, this
limitation regarding
genocide-study has been
overcome.
The action and
energetic participation of local
researchers has not only shed
new light on genocides, mass
graves, mass killing sites
and memories of liberation
war, but also unearthed many
subtle aspects of the liberation
war as it was conducted in
different regions. To give an
instance, one researcher has
examined the folklore based
on liberation war in Panchagarh. Another has submitted
‘Chitrashilpe Muktijuddho’ as
his research paper. Moreover,
those who have dwelt on the
refugees and remembrance,
they too have not concentrated on writing a total history;
rather they have focused on
particular themes. For example, the title of one research
paper is ‘1971 : Refugees in
Rajshahi’. The focus here is
only on refugees in Rajshahi
region.
See PAGe 4 CoL 1

Dr, Muntassir Mamoon, Dr. Chowdhury Shahid Kader, Dr. Murshida Binte Rahman, Mamun Siddiki,
Ahmed Sorif and Rehana Parvin in the 6th Training Program at Dhaka with the Trainees

Remarks on Genocide Museum
I am very happy and overwhelmed to visit 1971:
Genocide-Torture Archive and Museum in Khulna.
The initiative is undoubtedly noble and praiseworthy.
Honorable Prime Minister Sheik Hasina has donated
this piece of land to the museum for forming a structure of its own. Now it needs proper development and
expansion. I wish its prosperity.

Dr. Muntassir Mamoon is providing the certificate at the 5th
Training Course Program organized at Comilla Ajit Guhu College.
Professor Hasan Imam Majumdar, Dr. Mahbubur Rahman amd
Dr. Chowdhury Shahid Kader were also present on the stage.
22 June, 2019

Joy Bangla! Joy Bangabandhu!
Touﬁque Imam
25-11-2016
Mr. H T Imam, the political advisor to the Prime Minster Sheikh Hasina is visiting the Genocide Museum. Dr. Sheikh Baharul Alam, the
former Divisional Commissioner of Khulna were also present at that time. 25 November 2016.
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Reminiscent of Bangabandhu in Genocide Museum

editorial

The only Genocide Museum in South Asia began its journey
with a definite purpose. The purpose was to present the
forgotten history of Genocide-Torture to the coming generation.
We went beyond the usual and expected programme of the
Museum and converted this plan and programme into a
movement of people-oriented study of history. Along with the
preservation of history, we attempted to excavate history from
the grassroot level. As a part of this comprehensive effort, the
Genocide Museum, under the supervision of the Ministry of
Culture, established ‘Genocide-Torture and Liberation War
associated Research Centre’.
At the initiative of the Research Centre, GenocideLiberation War related training centres were established in six
district towns. Around 400 new trainees or students took part in
the education imparted in these six centres. Renowned teachers,
researchers and specialists were in charge of the teaching and
training. The students, almost all of them, as a part of their
training, submitted their theses. Liberation War, genocide,
refugees and martyrs – this entire history was reflected in
their theses. Moreover, what is even more important, is that
the regional study of history also received impetus from their
academic and practical engagement. We are speaking, in this
context, about the preservation of memory connected with the
genocide. In order to preserve and recognize we have to bring
to the fore the marginal history of the subaltern. A connection
has been established between the centre and the six training
centres which conducted research based in Dinajpur, Comilla,
Barisal, Khulna and Rajshahi. The trained and educated
researchers have brought to our notice the history of these
satellite regions.
The main covering essay of this newsletter deals
with this training and education. Researchers have been raised,
research programmes and marginal history have been brought
to the fore and then attempts are being made at present to
reconcile the knowledge and experience gained in the six
centres with the national history and attempts to deconstruct
it. Members of the research team have prepared the covering
essay. At the same time, attention has been given to the terrible
genocide perpetrated in Cambodia under Khmer Rouge dispensation. Books on this specific genocide have been placed in the
Museum and a relevant booklist on this subject has also been
published. Moreover, as a part of this general work, a list of
the genocides committed in Bangladesh in 1971 has also been
prepared. This of course is not static and increasing.
In 2014 the Genocide Museum cooperated with the
government in Tripura to set up an India-Bangladesh Amity
Park in Belonia. A special article on this cooperation has also
been included in the present newsletter, it is detailed and
comprehensive. Apart from this or along with it, as a part of the
general coverage, a genocide perpetrated in Bangladesh
(Lalmatia Genocide) has been meticulously described. The
district level survey stressing genocide, Mass Killing Sites and
mass gravess in Bogura district has been narrated. Further, a
relevant book on the subject has been reviewed and included.
Different memorial identities have also been presented.
It is worth mentioning, in this context, that the list of
honoured advisors of the Genocide Museum Trust has also been
given. In our last newsletter, we had given the honoured list of
the Trustees of this Museum.
We are determined to link public with the
Genocide Museum and the associated liberation war and history
of genocide. We believe that there is no other way or alternative
to spread the consciousness of the liberation war. The ultimate
aim of our publication of newsletter is precisely this.
Please read the newsletter and send to us your
important and valued comments. Your cooperation, discussion,
criticism and inspiration are our assets, and the asset of the
Genocide Museum.
Chowdhury Shahid Kader
Editor

From our Archive

A skeleton of a Bangali, the victim of brutality of the Pakistani
Army. The Brahmaputra, Mymensingh. October 1971. Photographer: Naib Uddin Ahmed

Letter of Appeal propagated by Shanti
Committee [Peace Committee]

On May 5, 1971 the Shanti Committee of Bagerhat distributed
10 thousand leaflets among the people in that region. The title of
the leaflet was ‘A Special Appeal’. Right at the beginning of the
leaflet it was said, ‘At this present moment of the nation’s crisis,
in order to keep intact Pakistan’s ideal and solidarity, we have

formed a responsible committee at the Mohkuma level. The job
of this Shanti Committee is to prevent and squash anti-social
initiatives, loot and plunder, theft, dacoity, highway robbery.
This appeal requests the people to form Peace Committees in
village after village, to keep open offices and shops and fulfil
responsibility by taking personal initiatives”. The main
statement was Appeal No 3 which said, “If miscreants like
members of the Muktibahini or their assistants and helpers and
if Naxals stay and come, please inform the Shanti Committee”.
Appeal No. 9 tells the people to raise specific slogans. These
were :
‘Naraye Takbir. Allatho Akbar’
‘Pakistan Zindabad’
‘Kayede Azam Zindabad’
‘Keep intact Pakistan’s ideal and solidarity’
‘Stop the evil Hindustani intention and false propaganda’.
‘Brothers and patriots, unite and be one’.
23 persons gave their signatures to this appeal.
These signatories were members of the Peace
Committee. Their names are hereby given :
Dr. Mozzamel Hossain, Advocate Mo. Afsar Uddin,
Advocate Mo. Forhad Hossain, Advocate Sheik Aa Hakim,
Motiar Rahman Khan, Mo. Echhak Uddin, Dr. Moslem Uddin,
Rajjab Ali Fakir, Attorney Ali Khan, Advocate Hasan Ali,
Advocate Kaji Aa Hamid, Advocate Kaji Azhar Ali, Advocate
Mo. Yusuf Ali, Advocate Mo. Jilur Rahman, Attorney Sheik
Altaf Ali, Attorney Md. Khorsedul Alam, Dr. Abid Ali, Mo. Aa
Chhatar, Noor Mo. Chaudhury, Kaji Chayem Uddin, Maulana
Siraj Uddin, Maulana Aa. Mannan, Maulana Mohiuddin.
Courtesy : Dr. Md. Mahabubar Rahman
Historian, Founder, Heritage: Bangladesh Historical Archive.

The guests are attending the concluding session of the 2nd International Seminar on ‘1971: Liberation War, Genocide and the World’.
(from the left) Lt. Col. (Retd.) Quazi Sajjad Ali Zahir Bir Pratik, Paolo Kasaka, Mohsin Arshi, Dr. Lakhulmal Luhyanya, Dr. Muntassir
Mamoon, the former Secretary to the Ministry of Culture Mr. Nasir Uddin Ahmed, Samuel Jafi, Taimur Raja Chowdhury, Thisus Baukhnet,
Dr. Md. Mahbubur Rahman and Dr. Chowdhury Shahid Kader were also present on the stage.

Remarks on Genocide Museum

Comments of the school going students after visiting the Genocide
Museum

Students from schools are visiting the Genocide Museum
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Genocide Across the World
Khmer Rouge : A blood – spattered phase in
Cambodia

Lalmatia Genocide, Sylhet

In April 1971, the Pakistani
Army established a camp at
a place called Lalmatia in
Surama Upazilla, 9 k.m. away
from the town of Sylhet. The
previous names of Lalmatia
were Sadhu Kon Mor and
Baghmaza. According to local
inhabitants, “The soil of this
region turned into bloody red
because of the indiscriminate
killing that was perpetrated
here during the nine months
of the Liberation War’. Since
then, this place is known as
Lalmatia or red soil.
The Pakistani Army
established its camp in empty
buses that stood midpoint
in between the rail line and
clay road. The Pakistanis set
up their camps on both sides
of the Lalmatia Road. On
almost everyday, the Pakistani
soldiers in Fishery Jeep used
to bring five to six persons
whose eyes and hands were
tied to their backs. First, they
were pushed onto the roads
and then shot when they
were below. After this they
kicked the bodies into the pits
lying adjacent. The soldiers
compelled the villages who
were working in the fields to
fill the pits and to prepare new
pits for the next day. The jeep
used to come twice or thrice
everyday. Eyewitness Lal Mia
said, six to seven bodies even
going upto ten or twelve were
dumped into the pits on a
single day.
The soldiers living
in the camps were engaged
in loot and plunder in nearby
homes. The resident of
Sathghar, Abdullah, helped
the soldiers in committing
loot and plunder. Abdullah
became their friend after they
established their military
camps in Lalmatia. Abdullah
told all other villagers not to
light lamps in the evening and
at night. The Pakistani
soldiers inevitably attacked
the homes which had their
rooms lit. We have come to
know that some local inhabitants were also killed in the
Mass Killing Sites of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

From library

Lalmatia. Their names and
addresses could not be
ascertained because no one
out of sheer fear went to the
spot where the villagers were
shot down. Even a half-dead
person was thrown into the pit
and thereafter soil was spread
over him to finish the job of
graves.
An eye-witness
Lal Mia said, “On one day I
spread the soil over a living
person. The unfortunate man
was still living after being
shot. When I was heaping
soil on his body, he implored
and said, “Brother, I am still
not dead, so please do not
bury me under the soil”. But
Pakistani soldiers with guns
were standing behind me, so I
was compelled to pour soil on
his still living body.
The Lalmatia killing
field was situated a trifle
distance away from the road
linking Shibbari market and
Fenchuganj Road. The
persons who were shot dead
were thrown in the pits and
soil was dumped over their
bodies. In fact, a total area
of one square mile was used
to make these pits beside the
road. After independence,
many skeletons and bones
were found in this region.
Razakar Abdullah, Rayid
Khan and others cooperated
with and helped the Pakistani
solders in the torture centre of
Lalmatia. An eyewitness of
genocide at Lalmatia, Jamal
Miya, who lived in Gotatikar
Satghar, planted a banyan
tree in this place to pinpoint
the spot of genocide. Every
year, on the national day, the
national flag is hoisted on the
tree and respect is paid to the
martyrs.
Information about the book
Writer: Tapan Palit
Publishing Time: December
2014
Pages: 40
Price: 100 Taka.
Masud Rana, Archivist

Researchers have labelled the
last century as the century
of genocide. From the start
of this century, one bloody
genocide after another was
perpetrated. The genocide in
Cambodia was regarded as
one of the cruellest. But this
genocide had a few distinctive
features which differentiated
it from other genocide. This
genocide was not directed
against any race, religion or
colour. On the other hand,
taken in its totality, it was
perpetrated against people
following a different and
another ideology. The Khmer
Rouge ruled Cambodia from
1975 to 1979 and during these
years the country experienced
one of the most horrific
genocides. It is claimed that
almost 20 lakh people lost
their lives during this phase of
mass destruction. Under the
leadership of the Marxist Pol
Pot, the country – it
appeared – was driven by

five years of civil war, the
Khmer Rouge strengthened its
base and in 1979 with the capture of Phnom Penh, the capital, it established its authority
throughout the country.
When Pol Pot was
spending his days in the remote areas, he was influenced
by the way of life practised
by the indigenous people. He
was particularly influenced by
their collective, society-based
way of life. When he captured
power, Cambodia’s name was
changed into Kampuchea.
Moreover, he concentrated on
the creation of an agrarian
Utopia by implementing
several projects. He declared
that the Kampuchean people
would begin their new
journey from Year O. He
segregated Cambodia from
the rest of the world. Further,
he began to depopulate or
empty the cities. He also
abolished money, private
property and religion and

Bones and skeletons of the victims of the genocide collected from
Phnom Penh
programmed a rural
force to an uncertain past.
collective-cooperative plan.
Lakhs of people were forcibly
sent to villages. But this dramatic The severe steps that were
effort to change society turned taken after the acquisition
of power were : in order to
into a lamentable end at
build a free, classless society
the close of the day. Death
he abolished the currency
sentence, disease, increased
and money in general. This
labour and starvation led to
was done on the very first
the destruction of one family
day after gaining power, it
after another.
signalled the deathknell of the
The Khmer Rouge
prevailing currency ‘sarhabu’;
began its political innings in
Condemning the practice of
the sixties, as the armed wing
western-style education, he
of the Communist Party of
closed all private and public
Kampuchea. This term
schools; he abolished markets,
Kampuchea was used by the
clothes shops etc. he prohibCommunists to name their
ited private and public modes
country. They began their
of transport; he abolished the
operations in remote forests
system of private property;
and jungles. Following a right
the government confiscatwing coup in 1970, the head
ed the riches acquired by
of the state, Prince Norodom
individuals in the past; closed
Sihanouk, had to abdicate
down religious centres and
power and at that point of
institutions; all entertainments
time the Khmer Rouge gained
consided anti-revolutionary
a forcible entry into the
were banned; the family
political arena. It won a great
structure and system was
amount of support of the
abolished.
common people. During the
See PAGe 5 CoL 4

Books on Combodian Genocide

Chum Mey (2012) Survivor: The Triumph of an Ordinary Man in the Khmer Rouge Genocide, Documentation
Center of Cambodia.
Dr Kok-Thay Eng (2018), Norng Chan Phal - the Mystery of the Boy at S-21 - Story of Family, Love and Struggle
to Rebuild Life After the Khmer Rouge Genocide, Cambodian Institute for Peace and Development.
Huy Vannak (2010), BOU MENG: A SURVIVOR FROM KHMER ROUGE PRISON S-21, Justice for the Future,
Not Just for the Victims, Documentation Center of Cambodia.
François Bizot (2003), The Gate, Random House, London
Khamboly Dy, (2007), A History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979), Documentation Center of Cambodia.
D. Pran (Ed.). (1997). Children of Cambodia’s Mass Killing Sites: Memoirs by Survivors . New Haven : Yale University
Press.
B. Kiernan, (1998). The Pol Pot Regime: Race, Power, and Genocide in Cambodia Under the Khmer Rouge, 197579 . New Haven: Yale University Press.
Peter Maguire, (2005). Facing Death in Cambodia, Columbia University Press
Sean Bergin. (2009). The Khmer Rouge and the Cambodian Genocide, The Rosen Publishing Group

Genocide Museum District Survey

Genocide, Mass Killing Sites
and Mass Graves : Bogura

In 1971, the Pakistani army
in cooperation with Razakars, Al
Badr and members of the Peace
Committee perpetrated cruel
genocide and torture in every
region of the country. More than
30 lakh people had to give their
lives as a result of this planned
genocide undertaken. More than
five lakh mothers and sisters
were victims of rape and torture.
Though the genocide in Dhaka
began on March 25, it spread
quickly in all other parts of the
country. As evidence or example
of this massive genocide,
innumerable Mass Killing Sites,
countless mass graves, graves
of martyrs and torture centres
are to be seen throughout the
country.
Bogura district is
situated in Rajshahi region.
As they did in other areas, the
Pakistani Army in 1971 engaged
in repulsive genocide in the 12
upazillas of this district. The
local friends or accomplices of
the Pakistani Army, namely,
Razakars, Al Badr, Al Shams
and the Bihari community
prepared the ground for this
massive and deadly assault. In
fact, they led the Pakistani Army
and guided it. A book titled
‘Genocide-Mass Killing Sites
and Mass Graves – Survey of
Bogura district’; has narrated the
genocide that was perpetrated in
1971. This book has been
written by Dr. Ahmmed Sharif,
who is Assistant Professor of
History in the National University. In this book, interviews
with Freedom Fighter, direct
witnesses and members of
families who had contributed
martyrs as well as intensive field
surveys revealed the true nature
of genocide-torture that had
taken place in Bogura. The book
is full of varied information on
this subject.
According to conventional
estimate, it was known that there
are 14 Mass Killing Sites and
mass graves sites in Bogura. But
after the intensive field survey
conducted by Dr. Ahmmed
Sharif, he claimed that no fewer
than 153 genocides had taken
place. Each and every genocide
has been discussed as an
example of Pakistani rampage.
This survey was based on
practical research conducted in
the upazillas. In fact, the author
drew a comparative picture
between what had been thought
earlier and what he found after
his thorough research.

The murderous Pakistani
assault began on March 26 in
Bogura with the genocide
committed in Noudapara.
Indeed, the entire phase of 1971
was pockmarked with genocide-torture, rape and setting
houses on fire. In every nook
and cranny, innocent persons
were simply butchered. The
Pakistanis claimed that they
were ‘protectors of Islami’.
However, they did not hesitate
to massacre religious leaders
and the members of their
families. The corpses of many
dead were thrown into the river.
Genocides, Mass Killing
Sites, mass graves, torture
centres and graves of martyrs in
every upazilla had been recorded and the break-up is as follows
: 9 in Amdeeghi, 12 in Kahulu, 8
in Gabtoli, 9 in Dupchanchia, 8
in Bunot, 6 in Nandigram, 58 in
Bogura Sadar, 10 in Shajahanpur,
10 in Sibganj, 9 in Sherpur, 4 in
Sariakandi and 10 in Sonatola
upazilla, But still, even after
providing this upazilla-based
statistics, the list remains
incomplete, Because in the
course of the last 50 years
many Mass Killing Sites and
mass graves were lost; many
gravess have disappeared owing
to natural reasons and many
gravess have been washed away
by rivers.
Ahmmed Sharif, the author,
has also provided an
incomplete list of martyrs. He
has specifically mentioned
where one could find the gravessites of muktijodha martyrs in
his survey.
After a lapse of almost 50
years, it is not possible to give
the exact number of those who
had been victims of genocide.
Nevertheless, this survey
acquaints us with the pace and
intensity of the genocide. We
can feel it. We firmly believe
that this research-based book
will contribute signally to the
reconstruction of history of
genocide in Bogura and to a
correct reading of the history of
Bogura district.
Information about the book
Name: Gonohotta-Bodhovhumi
O Gonokabar Jarip: Bogra Zilla
Writer: Ahmed Sarif
Publishing Time: February 2018
Pages: 207, Price: 200 Taka.
Ariful Haque, Research Officer

Some students from Madrasah are visiting the Genocide Museum
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Genocide Museum Publication
When a ‘neutral’ writer
writes a historical narrative,
his contribution increases
the reliability of the text
concerned. When historians
of Bangladesh write their
texts, then, more often than
not, their narratives are
influenced by their political
ideology. The latter, or this
influence, could be at the
level of the conscious or at
the level of the
unconscious. This implies
that the possibility of
the text being neutral is
assured when a foreigner
writes the historical text. A
spectacular description of
the Bangladesh Liberation
War is offered by historian
Dr. Dushan Zbavitel in
his book ‘Nation, whose
birth was inevitable’. He
has discussed in detail the
events starting from 1970
and ending in 1973 in his
remarkable book, which is
divided into ten sections.
His narration begins with
the unfolding of events on
26 November, 1970 and
goes up to the events which
took place on March 9,

1973. The statements of
Bangabandhu given in press
conferences and lectures
delivered between these
two dates mentioned above,
have been included in his
book. He has also used the
statement voiced by Tajuddin
Ahmed, caretaker Prime
Minister, in the Swadhin
Bangla Betar in April 1971.
It needs to be stated that this
broadcast was printed in the
famous London newspaper
Daily Telegraph. The British
journalist, Simon Dring,
translated the article ‘How
to Dhaka paid for a United
Pakistan’ from English to
Czech.
In the first section
the author has comprehensively
discussed the 1970 election.
This section has the title
‘Mujib versus Yayah’. Prof.
Zbavitel mentioned that the
new military ruler Yayha
Khan was like his predecessor.
After coming to power, he
declared that the elections
would be held. Holding the
election in front, he contined
with his propaganda. Mujib,
using his hypnotic personality,

built up a United Front by
inviting all other opposition
parties. He accepted the sixpoint demand as the future
foundation of Pakistani
governance. Mujib’s
candidates of the Awami
League won 167 seats out of
a total of 169. The Awami
League led by Mujib also
clinched a majority in the
National Parliament of
Pakistan which had a total
number of 313 seats.
In the second
section titled ‘We fight for
our Rights’, the author has
analysed the initial background of the Liberation
War. He has included the
Declaration of March 7,
in this section. In the third
section titled ‘Horror of Day
and Night’; he has described
and discussed the Pakistani
assault on Bangladesh. On
Thursday, March 25, the
Pakistani tanks entered
Dhaka. At that moment it
was thought that the targets
of the Pakistani attack were
students.
In the fourth

Bangladesh: Rastro Jar Jonmo Chilo Anibarjo
section titled. “The Arrest
of Mujib’ he has written
about Mujib’s confinement
carried out by the Pakistani
Army. In the fifth section
titled, “Fight for Life’ he has
discussed in detail the
merciless killing perpetrated by
the Pakistani Army and also
the green war of resistance
carried out by the Muktibahini.
On March 26, 1971, ten
thousand more Pakistani
soldiers landed in East
Bengal which by then
reached the figure of 70,000.
In the sixth section titled
‘In a Free Country’ he
analysed and discussed the
acquisition of freedom or
independence. Along with
this, in the same section,
the return to home of the
caretaker government from
Kolkata and the return of
those who had gone over to
India as refugees have been
discussed. In the seventh
section titled ‘Election
Epilogue’ the election of
1973 has been described.
The importance and purpose
of this election was deep and
abiding.

This election
determined the nature of
the trust reposed firmly in
Mujib as opposed to the
disowning of this trust and
faith. Hence it was a crucial
election. In the eighth and
ninth sections, the author
has discussed, respectively, the
declaration text of Independence and genocide. In the
tenth section, he has
discussed the letter
Podgorny wrote to Yayah
Khan. The political
importance of this letter was
substantial.
Dr. Zbavitel has
concluded his text with the
following words : “The first
phase of the independent
People’s Republic of
Bangladesh and its development on the basis of
election, ends here. The
clearcut results will certainly
help Bangladesh to remain
firm and steady, so that in
the next phase the flowering
of the new nation, blooming
and vibrant, takes place”.
Nadira Mazumder has
enriched us by translating
the book.

Information about the book
Name: Bangladesh: Rastro Jar
Jonmo Chilo Anibarjo
Writer: Dušan Zbavitel
Translation: Nadira Majumdar
Publishing Time: September
2017
Pages: 128
Price: 300 Taka.
Shapla Khatun,
Junior Research Officer

Training Course : Genocide Torture and Liberation War 1971
From Page 1

Researches such as
these have added significant
material to the overall study
and examination of regional
history.
This training course is conducted in different districts
so that local students and
regional researchers can take
part in the training. There is
no doubt in the fact that local
residents are best prepared to
gather, procure and present the
histories of particular regions.
Indeed, in a country like
Bangladesh, full of variety,
where the spoken language
changes from time to time, the

presence and participation of
the local people is much more
important. They could be the
most appropriate unearthers of
information and the past.
In a country like
Bangladesh, where themes
and things are centralized in
the capital, that is Dhaka, this
comprehensive effort to spread
the training course in different
districts has made the participation of the local people
much easier. As a result, those
who wanted to research but
could not because of the paucity of methodological knowledge, have been provided the

crucial tools of research; hence
the limitation of the past is no
longer a barrier with the present availability of methodology. Students, on their part, are
eagerly examining the possible
new areas of research, and at
the same time, along with the
enrichment of history devoted
to genocide, new feathers of
local and regional history are
being constantly added by
them.
Sohul Ahmed, Research
Officer

Artist Hashem Khan, the Vice president of the Genocide Museum Trust is in a class of the Trainees of
the 1st batch, organised in Khulna.

list of Books Published from the Genocide Museum

Research Books
1. Arif Rahman, Bangabondhu, Muktijuddho ebong Juddhaporadher Bichar Niye Procholito Kichu
Vhul Dharona, June 2019
2. Sohul Ahmed, Muktijuddhe Dhormer Opobabohar, June 2019
3. Hosne Ara Khanom,1971 Osohojog Andoloner Kalponji, September 2018
4. Kazi Sazzad Ali Jahir Bir Pratik, Shahid Muktijhoddha Jiboni Grahantamala-1, June 2017
5. Kazi Sazzad Ali Jahir Bir Pratik, Shahid Muktijhoddha Jiboni Grahantamala-2, September 2017
6. Kazi Sazzad Ali Jahir Bir Pratik, Shahid Muktijhoddha Jiboni Grahantamala-3, September 2018
7. Shariar Kabir, Bangladesher Gonohotta Antorjatik Shikriti O bichar, 18 May 2015
8. Kazi Sazzad Ali Jahir Bir Pratik, Muktijuddhe Gonohotta O Nirjaton, 17 May 2016
9. Shamoli Nasrin Chowdhury, 71 Er Ghatakder Hottajoggo, 17 May 2017
10. Harun ar Rasid, Banglay Pakistan Andolon: Banglir Rastro Vabna O Bangabondhu, 11 My 2018

(from the right) Dr. Chowdhury Shahid Kader, Professor Md. Shofiqur Rahman Shikder, Dr. Harun Ur
Rashid, Dr. Muntassir Mamoon and Dr. Md. Mahabubar Rahman at the inaugural ceremony of the 4th
Training Program held at Barisal. 7 September 2018.

Dr. Md. Mahabubar Rahman , Dr. Muntassir Mamoon, Md. Moslem Uddin and Mijammel Biswas is
with the trainees at the 3rd Training Certificate Distribution Program held at Dinajpur. 23 November
2018.

www.facebook.com/genocidemuseumbd
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sattajit Roy Majumdar, Damerkhand Gonohotta, December, 2014
Tapan Palit, Lalmatia, Joinapur O Khajanchi Bari Gonohotta, December 2014
Chowdhury Shahid Kader, Muzafrabad Gonohotta, December 2014
Mamun Shiddiki, Beltoli Gonohotta, December, 2014
Ahmed Sorif, Kalijang Gonohotta, December, 2014
Santa Patranabish, Binodbari Mankon Gonohotta, December, 2014
Gouranga Nandi, Badamtala Gonohotta, December, 2014
Ahmed Sorif, Golahat Gonohotta, December, 2014
Chowdhury Shahid Kader, Pahartoli Gonohotta, December, 2014
Himu Adhikari, Kathira Gonohotta, December, 2014
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List of the Bangladesh Genocide

Khmer Rouge : A blood – spattered
phase in Cambodia

S.L
Name					
1. Adomdighi Genocide;Adomdighi , Bogra		
2. Sherpur College Genocide; Sherpur, Bogra		
3. Darul Ulum Madrasha Genocide; Syedpur, Nilfamari
4. Pagla Market Genocide; Fotulla, Naranganj		
5. Ramkanai Akhra Genocide; Sadar, Naranganj		
6. Masdair Genocide; Fotulla, Naranganj		
7. Horiharpara Genocide; Fotulla, Naranganj		
8. National Oil Mill Genocide;Fotulla, Naranganj
9. Sontosh Roy Chowdhury Business Organization
Genocide; Sadar, Naranganj				
10. Syedpur Canton Genocide; Sadar, Naranganj		
11. Boiler Shop Genocide; Syedpur, Nilfamari		
12. Fotulla Market Khanpar Bridge Genocide;
Fotulla, Nilfamari					
13. Sirajudoulla Club Field Genocide;
Bondor, Naranganj					
14. Bamon Village Genocide; Nandigram, Bogra		
15. Mojumdarpara Genocide; Shibjang, Bogra		
16. Hatkoroi Hindupara Genocide; Nandigram, Bogra
17. Mondolpara Pool Genocide; Sadar, Naranjang
18. Elaggi Hindupara genocide; Dhunot, Bogra		
19. Boroitoli Village Genocide;Dhunot, Bogra		
20. Godnail Barma Eastern Company Jetty
Genocide; Shiddhir-ganj, Naranganj			
							
21. Dupchachiya Thana Genocide; Dupchachiya, Bogra
22. Murapara Union Genocide; Rupganj, Naranganj
23. Nilfamari Municipality Genocide; Sadar		
24. Ghorapirer Mela Genocide; Sonatola, Bogra		
25. Genocide on Brahmaputra River Side of
Kalibari Village; Araihazar, Naranganj		
26. Dhunot Thana Genocide; Dhunot, Bogra		
							
27. Dorimukanda Village Genocide; Sherpur, Bogra
28. Shibbati Genocide; Sadar, Bogra			
29. Dholagach Genocide; Syedpur, Nilfamari		
30. Bagdogra Genocide; Syedpur, Nilfamari		
31. South Sonakhuli Genocide;Syedpur, Nilfamari
32. Kaliganj Genocide, Joldhaka, Nilfamari		
33. Sri Sri Raja Laxmi Narayan Bigroho Temple
Genocide; Sadar, Naranganj				
34. Golnati Chowdhurypara Genocide;
Domar, Nilfamari					
35. Kaler Para Union Genocide; Dhunot, Bogra		
36. Kahalu Rail Station or Babu Bari Genocide;
Khalu, Bogra					
37. Sonatola Port Genocide; Sonatola, Bogra		
38. Sherpur Kallani Genocide; Sherpur, Bogra		
39. Girail Village Genocide; Kahalu, Bogra		
40. Madanganj Genoide; Port, Naranganj		
41. Paglapir Genocide; Joldhaka, Nilfamari		
42. Golahat Genocide; Syedpur, Nilfamari		
43. Balapara Genocide; Dimla, Nilfamari		
44. Tedigate, New Colony; Shiddhirganj, Naranganj
45. Bosuniyapara Genocide; Kishorjang, Nilfamari
46. Baraipara Genocide; Kishorjang, Nilfamari		
47. Dhormogonj Village Genocide; Fotulla, Naranganj
48. Sonmandi Genocide; Sonarga, Naranganj		
49. Bondorer Dhamgor Genocide; Bondor, Naranganj
50. Narchi and Gonopara Genocide; Sariyakandi, Bogra
51. Tiuorpara Genocide;Sariyakandi, Bogra		
52. Bolaikha Village Genocide; Rupganj, Naranganj
53. Dhunot Khuthibari Genocide; Dhunot, Bogra
54. Madla Village Genocide; Shahanajpur, Bogra
55. Nandigram Genocide; Nandigram, Bogra		
56. Gorgram/Morgram Genocide Adomdhighi, Bogra
57. Gokul Ramsohor Pirbari Genocide; Sadar, Bogra
58. Volab School Freedom Fighter Camp Genocide;
Rupganj, Naranganj					
59. Sariyakandi Thana Genocide; Sariyakandi, Bogra
60. BoKtaboli Genocide; Fotulla, Naranganj		

Indeed, the police or security forces started
breaking up and arresting any assemblage of
three persons – in some cases plain murders were
committed on the spot.
Those who were associated with any
form or kind of intellectual activities were killed.
In fact, those who wore spectacles or knew foreign languages became easy targets. Thousands
belonging to the educated middle class were
tortured, they were even killed in the torture centres and concentration camps. The most dreaded
torture centre was named Phnom Penh Jha 21.
Almost 17 thousand men, women and children
were tortured in this camp, which and with five
courtyards this school was a three-storeyed building. The school was renamed Security Prison
21(S-21). The classrooms of this school were
turned into torture chambers. On an average,
everyday, 1000 to 1500 prisoners were brought
to this centre. Those who perished here were
saved because those who survived were taken
to the Mass Killing Sites where a much crueller
death awaited them. A few specific torture were
practised in this centre. For example, giving electric
shocks, insertion of redhot steel wires into the
sensitive parts of the body, hanging upside down
from the ceilings, blocking inhalation by stuffing
the heads in plastic bags, hacking the body and
parts of the body with sharp knives, uprooting the
nails and pouring alcohol onto the wounds thus
created, drenching the head and face with water,
raping of women etc.. etc. Ethnic Vietnamese

Date
7 March
24 March
24 March-17 April
26 March
27 March
27 March
27 March
27 March & 2 December
28 March
30 March
April-June
2 April
4 April
4 April
4 April
5 April
7 April
7 April
8 April
8 April, 9 April
& 7 May
10 April
12 April
12 April
14 April
16 April
19 April, 27 April,
& 7 September
26 April
26 April
27 April
27 April
27 April
27 April
2 May
2 May
4 May
5 May
6 May
First Friday of May
7 May
10 May
3 June
13 June
July
17 August
23 September
23 September
29 September
29 September
At the end of the Sep.
20 October & 21 October
21 October
November
4 November
9 November
9 November
13 November
13 November
27 November
28, 29 November
29 November
**to be continued
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and the Cham Muslim community were also
targets of attack and torture, Many many died
lashed by disease, sorrow and hunger. Mosques,
pagodas and other religious sites were ruthlessly
destroyed. The number of doctors, teachers and
other professionals declined sharply and dramatically because most of them were annihilated.
Following a series of bloody clashes
with the Vietnamese army, the Khmer Rouge
rule collapsed in 1979. The senior leaders of the
Khmer Rouge took shelter in several remote
regions where they still had some power and
influence. But gradually their power and
influence decreased and ended.
Once again, gradually, after the
downfall of the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia set up
ties with the outside world. The people of the
world was astonished to perceive the nefarious
example of cruelty that had been exercised. Those
who survived, or were wounded, narrated their
experiences to the remaining world.
It was not possible to judge and
prosecute Pol Pot, he had died before the judicial
process began. With the help of the United
Nations, a tribunal was set up in 2009. Some have
been judged and sentenced, but the process is still
continuing.
Ideological blindness and the tendency
to regard one’s own ideology as the best and only
correct path can lead to what terrible
consequences and horror is borne out by the
genocide in Cambodia. Many regard Khmer
Rouge and ‘democratic’ Kampuchea as the
darkest phase of ideology
Sohul Ahmed, Research Officer

Raoshon Ara
25th April, 1971

On April 1, 1971, a report
headlined ‘Raoshon Ara is
deathless’ informed that ‘By
dedicating her invaluable life,
Dhaka’s Raoshan Ara has
created an eternal phase in the
history of mankind”. Raoshan
Ara was a first year student of
Dhaka Mahila College. When
the civil life of Dhaka was
battered though people had not
for a moment doubted the
aspiration for freedom, this girl
tied a mine around her body
and jumped below on the road
under a Pakistani tank”. After
some months a revolution was
ignited in Calcutta. Some wrote
poems on her, wrote stories,
and political activists built up
different brigades and named
these after her. Foreign
newspapers also published
reports on her commitment and
bravery. But this entire episode
around Raoshon Ara was a
rumour and was manufactured.
The source of this false report
was a journalist called Bikash
Chaudhury. He said later, “This
imagined happening was created

to spread around the world a
glorious tale of bravery found
primarily in the battlefield. I
named this imagined figure
‘Fatema’. But Chafa Bhai
(Ahmed Chafa) raised his pen

and said, “The name of this
college student should

be modern’. He cancelled
the name given by me and
chose Raoshon Ara”. The
subject matter of the cartoon
in Jugantar was the same
Raoshon Ara.

The young Visitors of the Genocide Museum
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Advisory committee Chhotakhola India-Bangladesh Amity park is the
of Genocide Museum new address of the Friendship
Chowdhury Shahid Kader *

Shamsuzzaman Khan
President
Bangla Academy

Capt. Sahabuddin
Ahmed Bir Uttom
Freedom Fighter

Maqbul-E-Elahi

Capt. Akram Ahmed
Bir Uttom
Freedom Fighter

Capt. Alomgir Sattar
Bir Protik
Freedom Fighter

Akku Chowdhury

Freedom Fighter Member,
Bangladesh Energy Regulatory
Commission and Freedom Fighter

Founder Trustee, Liberation
War Museum and Freedom
Fighter

Gazi Saleh Uddin

Syed Monowar Ali

Freedom Fighter, Ex Dean
of Social Sciences Faculty,
University of Chittagong

Swadesh Roy
Editor, Sarakhon

Educationalist, Khulna

Rokeya Sultana

Professor, Department of
Printmaking, University of
Dhaka

Prof. Dr. Mohammad Prof. Molla Amir Hossen
Chairman, Jessore Secondary
Fayek Uz Zaman
and Higher Secondary
Vice Chancellor, Khulna
University

Education Board

M Nazrul Islam
President, All European
Awami League

Sculptor Hashem Khan, Dr. Muntassir Mamoon’ and CPIM Spokesman Sri Goutan Das beside the
Sculpture of Hashem Khan [Genocide 1971] at Indo-Bangla Friendship Garden
A spectacular park known as
India-Bangladesh Amity Park
has been built in a place named
Chhotakhola in Tripura. The
latter is a part of the region
named Belonia, which is at
a distance for 132 km. from
Agartola, Chhotakhola is situated
very close to the Indo-Bangladesh border. The singular history
of the muktijuddho (Liberation
War) is closely associated with
this park. At the beginning of
the liberation war, this region
close to Tripura’s border and
surrounded by hills was the
unwritten address of the
Muktibahini. The Awami
League leader of Feni, Khaja
Ahmed, was primarily
responsible for setting up
a camp here. He looted the
town’s godown, banks etc. in
Pak-occupied Feni and crossed
ever to Chhotakhola with a
huge amount of cash money. At
the start, it was a transit camp
for refugees. Refugees who
came from distant places like
Chattagram, Noakhali, Feni,
Khagrachori, Brahmanbaria,
Comilla were given shelter here
in the beginning. When the
refugees recovered somewhat
from the ordeal, they were sent
to Agartola, Meghalaya,
Bisalgarh and even to places
outside Tripura. From the
month of May 1971, Chottakhola turned into a camp of
Muktibahini as well, which
operated beside the transit
camp. The Muktifauz was
trained here by the cooperative
Indian Army.
Quite some operations
were directed and conducted
from Chhotakhola. The first
guerrilla operation of the
Mujibahini was directed from
the base camp that had been
set up in Chhotkhola. After
completing the operations, the
freedom fighters used to return
to Chhotakhola. Because this
specific location was very close
to the Dhaka-Chattagram Highway,
quite a few attacks were
conducted against the armed
trucks of the Pakistani Army.
During the last phase of the
freedom struggle, Chhotakhola
turned into a centre of attacks
launched by the Pakistani
Army. In order to thwart these
assaults and conduct counterattacks, the Muktibahini along
with the Indian border force
and the Army adopted a strong
and determined position here.
Besides, there are quite a few
graves sites of Freedom Fighter
who became martyrs. Next to
these graves, even Pakistani
soldiers were buried. It needs
to be noted that bunkers were
built in this area and the latter

were preserved in the Amity
Park because they carried the
memories of the war of liberation.
Suval Rudra, who was one of
the principal organizers had
to say the following on the
gravess of Pakistani soldiers :
“These Pakistani soldiers who
were killed by members of the
Muktibahini inside Bangladesh
following operations launched
by the Muktibahini were buried
here because these very corpses
increased the confidence and
bravery of the freedom fighters”.
Chhotakhola is thus
associated very closely with the
memories of the liberation war
and it is precisely here that the
appropriate India-Bangladesh
Amity Park has been built. The
aim, evidently, is to preserve
these valuable memories. A singular history stands behind this
construction and Chhotakhola,
the site of remembrance, which
is now a prosperous panchayat
inside the Rajnagar Bloc.
Sudhan Das was a
CPI (M) Assembly legislator of
Tripura. He was the visionary
behind this India-Bangladesh
Amity Park. The history of this
park is also old and remarkable.
For example, Tripura’s erstwhile
Chief Minister, Manik Sarkar,
said, “The park’s beginning centres
around an ancient mosque”.
On January 2, 1993,
CPI(M) leader Sudhan Das
went to Chandrapur to raise
funds for the party budget. He
learnt in Chandrapur that an ancient
mosque going back to 400
years was situated in the dense
forest. Thereafter he declared,
that if the CPI(M) came back to
power, this mosque would be
renovated.
Every year on
December 6 a solidarity fair
would be held here. In fact,
when the Left Front government
was formed in 1993, Sudhan
Das proposed that a solidarity
fair should be held close to
the mosque. And in that very
year the Solidarity Fair was
organised for the first time.
Since then, the Fair is being
held every year.
In 2004, the ruling
CPI(M) government directed
each of its Assembly legislator
to build an entertainment centre
for the people as well as one
park where people could walk
in the morning. Further, Sudhan
Das decided to build a big park
incorporating the area of the
ancient mosque in Chandrapur,
hills on the sides and lakes.
Sudhan Das knew very well
that these hills and Chhotakhola
village in Chandrapur were layered with memories of the Ban-

gladesh War of Liberation. That
is why he named the park ‘War
of Liberation’ park. On December 16, 2005, the spokesman
of the state CPI(M), Gautam
Das, inaugurated the park. He
appealed to the Chief Minister,
Manik Sarkar, to associate the
memory of the Liberation War
fought from Chhotakhola with
a broader and larger perspective and space. Chief Minister
Manik Sarkar, the then Minsiter
of Tourism Jiten Chaudhury and
Gautam Das took the decision to
build a big park in Chhotakhola
impregnated with the memories
of the Liberation War. The
decision was taken to raise this
beautiful park on 20 hectares of
land and it was decided that it
would have a natural waterfall
and seven small hills.
The responsibility
to build this park was given to
the experienced Janardan Roy
Chaudhuri who was the Assistant
Protector of Wildlife in Trincha
Abhayaranya. At the request of
the Indian government, an expert
committee was formed consisting
of four Bangladeshis – they are :
Professor of History, Muntassir
Mamoon, artist Hashem Khan,
architect Mobeswar Hossain and
Professor Mesbah Kamal. Their
job was to supervise the plan of
the park, create its design and engage in other relevant activities.
However, Mobeswar Hossain
and Mesbah Kamal remained
non-active The coordinator’s
primary duty was carried out by
Shahid Kader Chowdhury. In
2009, the then Foreign Minister
of Bangladesh, Deepu Moni,
laid the foundation stone of the
park.
After this the multifarious work
of construction began. The park,
which has come up in the Jagannathdighi protected forest area is
dotted with two beautiful hanging
bridges, a memorial in imitatioin
of the national memorial

at Savar, and some sculptures.
It needs to be mentioned that
Jagannathdighi is a subdivision
in the Belonia region. The beauty
of the park has been enhanced
by the flowing, natural lakes
inside it. Different pictures of the
liberation war would be engraved
on the hills. The sculpture park
based on the liberation war has
been established here – courtesy
1971 Genocide-Torture Archive
and Museum Trust in Khulna.
The creation of the sculpture
park began on October 1, 2015.
‘Ganahatya/Genocide 71’ by
the famous artist Hashem Khan.
‘Refugee Child’ by Shyamal
Chaudhury, 4 sculptures by Tejas
Halder and Mahmudul Hasan
have been constructed and they
adorn the park. Besides, two
sculptures – of Bangabandhu
Sheik Mujibur Rahman and of
Indira Gandhi – have also been
accomplished. On the right side
of the entry gate, on the foothills
of the mountain, a traditional
indigenous terracotta has been
placed. A Bangladesh Liberation
War Museum has also been
built inside the park. The 1971
Genocide-Torture Archive and
Museum Trust gave all technical
help to build this Museum inside
the park.
On 16 December
2017, Saturday the day of victory,
the park was officially inaugurated after a spell of long and desired waiting. The Chief Minister
of Tripura, Manik Sarkar, inaugurated the memory-bound India.
Bangladesh Amity Park, which
is so intimately linked with the
history of Liberation War fought
in 1971.
This park layered with
memories of the liberation war
reminds one of those turbulent
days. At the same time, it focuses
on the history of cooperation
and fellow feeling of the state of
Tripura extended in 1971. This
park is indeed the new address of
tourism for both the countries. It
is easy to come to this park from
Akhaura and Bibir Bazar in
Bangladesh. One could come
from Khulna’s Bibir Bazar to
Belonia and from there it only
takes thirty minutes to reach the
Amity Park in Chhotakhola.
Again, one starts
from Akhaura, reaches Agartala
and from there after crossing
Bisalgarh, Sonamura and Nidaya
one comes to the destination
Chhotakhola. While proceeding
on these paths, you encounter }
extensive green vegetation-rubber,
sal, arjun and camphor trees. One
can also make a detour and see
Sipahizilla, Tripura University,
Neermahal or the bison-infested
Abhayarany in Trincha or
liberation war’s memory-layered
Bangladesh Field Hospital.
This Amity park is,
on the one hand, the source of
inspiration of the people of the
world seeking freedom, and, on
the other hand, it gives a new
dimension to bilateral relations. A
new address for tourism.
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